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Market Report 

Manhattan Q1 2014 
Summary of findings in Q1 2014  
 
Median Recorded Sale Price increased by 16.9% since last year and by 6.5% since last quarter. 
Total Inventory decreased by 13.0% since last year and by 1.0% since last quarter. 
Contract Activity decreased by 15.2% since last year and by 9.3% since last quarter. 
Time on Market decreased by 35.2% to 89 days, compared to 137 days last year. 
StreetEasy Condo Market Index for February 2014 increased by 2.6% since January and by 16.3% since February 2013. The 
index is currently at its all-time high. For details see: http://streeteasy.com/nyc/market/condo_index. 
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Market Snapshot 

Median Recorded Sale Prices

 

     

 

The overall median recorded sale price in Manhattan rose 6.5% to $900,000 in the first quarter of 2014, and rose 
16.9% year-over-year. This is the largest annual increase since the first quarter of 2008. The first graph below plots 
the year-over-year changes in median recorded sale price. The second graph plots median recorded sale prices 
among co-op resales, condo resales, new developments, and the overall market. Median recorded sale price for new 
development units has grown considerably since 2013, posting a 50% year-over year increase in the first quarter of 
this year. 
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Market Snapshot 

Inventory 

 

 

 

 

Total inventory available during the first quarter (10,049 units) decreased by 13.0% from last year (11,551 units) and 
by 1.0% from last quarter (10,154 units). This is the lowest level of inventory since the final quarter of 2007 (9,400 
units). The first chart below plots year-over-year percent changes in inventory. With the exception of a very modest 
increase in Q4 2010 and Q1 2011, Manhattan has experienced consistent year-over-year declines in inventory since 
2010. The second chart plots actual inventory levels per quarter, highlighting that inventory in the first quarter of this 
year was the lowest it has been in 6 years. 
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Market Snapshot 

Price Changes 

  

 

Price Cuts: 18.9% of all available listings for condos and co-ops in the first quarter of 2014 had a price cut, compared to 
20.9% of all listings in the previous quarter and 19.3% of all listings in the first quarter of last year. 57.4% of all price cuts in 
the first quarter of 2014 were for co-op listings. 

Price Increases: 6.8% of all available listings for condos and co-ops in the first quarter of 2014 had a price increase, 
compared to 5.8% of all listings in the previous quarter and 6.8% of all listings in the first quarter of last year. 26.2% of all 
price increases in the first quarter of 2014 were for co-op listings. 
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Market Snapshot 

In-Contracts 

 

 

 
 

 

2,630 listings entered into contract in the first quarter of this year, a decrease of 9.3% since the previous quarter (2,901 
contracts) and a decrease of 15.2% since the first quarter of last year (3,103 contracts). 

Of all contracts signed in the first quarter of this year, 5.3% were broken (140 contracts), a slight decrease from the share 
in the last quarter of last year (5.2%, 152 contracts) and a decrease from the share in the first quarter of last year (5.7%, 
176 contracts). 

The graph below plots year-over-year changes in contract activity. After eight consecutive quarters of year-over-year 
growth, the first quarter of this year experienced a significant decline in the total number of contracts signed.  

 (Please note that broken contracts do not necessarily mean buyers have walked away from deposits.  Listings previously in contract that are now 
available may be due to co-op board rejections, as well as developers allowing buyers out of their contracts.) 
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Market Snapshot 

Contracts by Number of Bedrooms 

 

Contracts by Price 

 

 

Bedroom information was available for 2,598 contracts signed in the first quarter of 2014 (98.8% of all contracts). Of 
these contracts, 14.9% were for studio apartments, 38.0% were for 1BRs, 31.1% were for 2BRs, and 16.1% were for units 
with 3 or more bedrooms. Since the last quarter of last year, the greatest percentage decrease in contracts was seen 
among apartments with 3 or more bedrooms, which declined by 27.1%.  

Price information was available for 2,612 contracts signed in the first quarter of 2014 (99.3% of all contracts). Of these 
contracts, 20.3% were priced below $500,000, 33.7% were priced between $500,000 and $1 million, 33.0% were priced 
between $1 million and $3 million, 7.0% were priced between $3 million and $5 million, 5.9% were priced above $5 
million.   
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Market Snapshot 

  StreetEasy Condo Market Index (SECMI) 

 
  The SECMI for February 2014 increased by 2.6% since January and by 16.3% since February 2013, surpassing the 

previous market peak in March 2008 by 6.3%. This was the 24th consecutive month of appreciation and the index 
has risen 23.8% since hitting bottom in November 2009.  

Our index gives a feel for how the Manhattan condo real estate market performed over the past 18 years. For each 
month since January 1995, we estimated a rate of return for the Manhattan market as a whole and used January 
2000 as the base period with a value of 1,000. The SECMI is derived from a repeat-sales methodology, and therefore 
does not include new-development condos.   

What is the StreetEasy Condo Market Index and Why it Matters 
While the Case Schiller Housing Index is often touted as the barometer of the country’s real estate market, many 
argue that it has little relevance to Manhattan as it only considers single-family homes and covers a wide-metro area 
ranging from Pennsylvania to Connecticut. The SECMI provides a more local and accurate perspective on the market 
because it focuses exclusively on condos in Manhattan. Employing a similar repeat-sales regression, our index is an 
unparalleled resource that provides real estate consumers and professionals insight into how much Manhattan 
condos have appreciated or depreciated over time. 
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